
CO-WORKING SALON SPACE FOR INDEPENDENT 
HAIR & MAKE-UP PROFESSIONALS



US

Métier is a supportive, sociable co-working 
salon space for the dreamers and go-
getters of the hair and beauty industry. 

It’s a space for everyone. 

Somewhere you can build your own 
business and be part of a like-minded 
community, without the stress and  
expense of fitting out a salon, looking  
after staff & managing overheads.



ETHOS

To be successful as a freelancer doesn’t 
need to mean you are alone in the journey. 
Kinship through shared experiences and 
working together to get the best outcomes  
for everyone. 

Métier opens its doors to all creatives in the 
hair and beauty sectors. It is a workspace 
in which everyone can win, we are not a 
place of hierarchy or competition - rather 
a community that supports one another to 
succeed.

We support your ambitions. We want you to 
be the best you can be. Sometimes all you 
need is a guiding hand in the right direction 
and a team that knows how to get you where 
you want to be.

Strength of togetherness

The magic lies in your differences 

Our tools, your success

WHANAUTANGA

DIVERSITY

ENCOURAGEMENT





WHY

YOUR FLEXIBILITY

YOUR EARNINGS

YOUR EXPENSES

YOUR NAME

work the days and hours you choose

charge the prices you know your work is worth

claim your expenses back

be recognised for YOUR work, not the salons

We have seen so many 
industries change in the way 
they work & the hair/beauty 
industry is no exception.  
The concept of freelance 
work spaces is nothing new, 
with older models such 
as ‘rent-a-chair’ having a 
firm stake in our industry’s 
history.

However it has not been 
offered to professionals in 
a way that really supports 
YOU – until now!



YOU

INDEPENDENT

ENTREPRENEURIAL

HIGHLY MOTIVATED

SOCIABLE

CONSTANTLY CURIOUS

DRIVE TO EARN MORE

It is fair to say that freelancing isn’t fit for all hair  
& beauty professionals. If the below traits have  
your name all over them – you are definitely  
READY TO FREELANCE!





HOW
BECOME A MEMBER...
IT’S EASY 

BRING YOUR CLIENTS  
AND YOUR TOOLS

PLAN YOUR NEW  
FLEXIBLE WORKING LIFE

Our all inclusive space allows you 
to hone in on your craft & give your 
clients the time & attention they 
deserve without all of the admin of 
traditional salon ownership.

All you need is your colour, makeup & 
personal tools and clients! Its really as 
simple as that. We will help you get set 
up on Timely and figure out a time that 
suits you best to aid you with the personal 
admin of going freelance.

It’s your skill and your business, you get 
to set your working days & your own 
prices. Our flexible contracts allow  
you to really start enjoying a work/life 
balance immediately!



WHAT

Think of Métier as  
a blank canvas that  
will allow you to take 
your skill to the next 
level. We offer premium  
co-working salon space 
that allows you to be  
the professional you 
know you are.

Work Stations Include
Spacious work bench & mirror

Premium 3 tier trolley

GHD Platinum straighteners, Parlux Aylon hairdryer

Premium wash basins

Towels

Davroe shampoo & conditioner

Communal styling tools

Storage lockers for personals

Multiuse colour processing bar

Reception & waiting area for clients

Magazines

Kitchen facilities

Tea, espresso coffee, water & light refreshments

Wheelchair accessible bathroom

Wi-Fi for you & your clients  

Mail delivery address 

Timely booking platform



Métier has transformed the way in which 
my life runs, no longer am I constrained  
to a set 9-5 routine, my life, on my terms.  
I have the freedom and ability to grow  
my client base, choose my rates, and  
the products I work with, all while working  
from an incredible space with some 
amazing people.  

"

HALA TUI
Hala Tui Hair



COMMUNITY

Having like-minded creatives to bounce off allows  
you to be part of a community that supports one 
another. Strength in numbers and skill means 
knowledge sharing, referrals, and collabs without  
the competition. Working from Métier really does allow 
for the feeling of independence without the loneliness 
that comes with working from home or traditional 
independent salon working.



CONTRACTS

Returning to the salon floor? Part time 
hustler? Have clients you cant let 
down but have stepped away from 
the scissors full time? Weekly will suit 
you perfectly!

Great if your starting out or exploring  
your options.

For when you are looking for stability  
and confident in your skill and 
clientele. You want to see long  
term growth and your skill is your  
full time passion.

WEEKLY

MONTHLY

YEARLY



PRICING

LOCATION

Our prices are extremely competitive and have been set 
with you in mind. Typically, you will only need to complete 
one cut to cover each day’s cost - and the rest is yours. 

Contact us and we can outline all prices, and help you 
align with your best option.

1 Howe St
Freemans Bay

Auckland
1010



Does Métier sound like the ideal next step forward  
in your career? 

Contact Tanita today to arrange a time to come in and 
see the space. We can have a coffee and a chat about 
working together - to get you working more freely.

Tanita Hepi 
Founder  

tanita.hepi@metier.nz
022 570 3989

www.metier.nz


